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This document provides a list of supplemental materials to support the main
paper.

– Does primitive play the role of label smoothing? - We conduct ex-
periments to explore if primitive play the role of label smoothing.

– Curves of Training process and Occupied memory. - We provide train-
ing and memory-clip curves to verify the efficiency of our more optimization
friendly PPTr.

– Visualization - We provide some visualization results of 4D semantic seg-
mentation and primitive fitting.

A Does primitive play the role of label smoothing?

We conducted experiments on Sythia4D to determine if the primitive plays
the role of label smoothing. We directly vote the label with the most as the
primitive label, then calculate mIoU. However, we can only achieve 44.59 mIoU
in this way, which shows that simple label smoothing is not sufficient to achieve
better performance. This also proves that primitive does not play the role of
label smoothing, but acts as an intermediate representation to capture long-
term spatio-temporal information more effectively.

B Curves of Training process and Occupied memory.

To verify the model efficiency and whether our PPTr reduces the optimiza-
tion difficulty of the transformer, we provide the network training curve along
with a memory growth curve as the clip length increases in figure 1. Our model
can quickly reach accuracy above 35, while P4Transformer can only reach about
5 when getting only one epoch trained. The results also show that our model
reduces the memory requirements for training significantly when clip length is
relatively long.
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Fig. 1. Curve of Training process and Occupied memory.

Fig. 2. Visualizations of HOI4D 4D semantic segmentation and some primitive fitting
results

C Visualization

We provide visualizations of HOI4D 4D semantic segmentation and some
primitive fitting results in figure 2.


